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etters
New opportunity for networking in
the Northern Rivers
Announcing a new resource for PLWHAs who
are residing in the Northern Rivers of NSW
and surrounding areas
We would like to
introduce you to a new web based connection
group through Yahoo Groups called: NOR
COWAMplwha@yahoo.com.au (No Ordi
nary Rural Community Of Women And Men).
It's been set up by the ACON HIV Health Pro
motion worker, Michael Riches and ACON
volunteer Nick Roy. Michael has worked in
and around the AIDS Inc. traps for a few years
now, and Nick has been a long-term commit
~ed volunteer within the sector for many years
· also. Social isolation relating to living with
HIV/AIDS has been identified as a significant
)arrier to well-being in numerous research
reports, and is also reported as a key concern
for local plwhas. We hope that this group will
help to reduce this.
Some of the ways that we suggest you uti
lise this group is to chat, information giving
and receiving, transport assistance re. lifts etc,
letting people know of social arrangements,
wanting to buy/sell stuff etc, etc ... just be
imaginative!
We will be regularly placing web based
information from organisations like ACON,
PLWHA (NSW), NAPWA, AFAO etc onto this
group site. Should you come across anything
that you think will be of interest to the group
as well, we encourage you to do the same.
This is your space so please feel free to 'have
a go' and see where and how we can make our
rather disparate, but connected community
more cohesive and supportive of one another
and the lives we lead.
Yours positively,

Talkshop
.
What's happening
Deadline extended:
Important to complete
Futures survey
If you haven't completed a
Futures five survey, there is still
time to do so. The deadline
to complete surveys has been
extended to March 31.
The findings from the survey
are used by to ensure that poli
cies and services are best suited
to the needs of HIV positive
people. Surveys can be com
pleted online at www.hivfu
tures.org:au. If you prefer to fill
in a hard copy, we can post you
one if you ring PLWHA (NSW)
on 9361 6011 or free call within
NSW (1800 245 6Tl)

Karumah has moved
to new and improved
premises
Karumah the drop in centre
for people with HIV in New
castle moved premises late last
year. Their new and improved
home is at 2A Lawson street
Hamilton (phone number (02)
4940 8393). Recently PLWHA
(NSW) conducted community
and stakeholder consultations

Nie and Michael
We welcome your letters, comments or
artwork. Letters should be less than 300
words in length and may be edited. Please
include contact details for verification.
Email Talkabout at editor@plwha.org.au

Fair day volunteers
Gavin and Norman

to look at Karumah's future
directions and how the centre
can build on its strengths and
take on new challenges. Karu
mah offers a range of serv
ices (massage, lunches, pizza
nights, a discussion group, and
drop in) and it's a good place
to meet new people if you live
in the area.

_

Planet Positive
The next Planet Positive (a s~cia1
night for HIV positive people 7 .
and their friends) is· happening
on Friday 24th March from 6pm ·
to 10pm) at Annie's Bar (563
Bourke St Surry Hills). Planet '.~.·
Positive is organised by the Pos.itive Living Centre and PLWHA
(NSW) with music by Ruby.

Thank you to our
volunteers . '.:: ·
Thank~ to: o~~ volunteertwho·
helped out at the Mardi Gras
Launch (we made $2,500 on
the night) and to everyone who
helped at the PLWHA Fair Day
Stall. We really appreciate your
support.
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I had partners who were diag
nosed whilst I was going out with
them: when I was negative they
were positive. That would have
been back in 1985 or 1986 . We
really didn't know a lot about HIV
and AIDS. It was at a time when
I was going out to all the night
clubs on Oxford Street. I was also
trying to have relationships that
worked. Everything was new and
experimental. It seemed in those
early years anyone you knew or
that you'd been close to died. I
remember when I'd gone back
to England I used to lie awake at
night thinking about these people
and feeling really guilty that the
medications available to us now
weren't around then. Why am I
alright and why wasn't the medi
cation there for them?

heap of pills for side effects. I was work
ing at the time and because of the really
chronic diarrhea I had to stop working.
I know there are a lot of different ideas
about starting treatment early or not, and
there's still not an exact 'right' answer that
can be applied to everyone. Everyone's
individual and unique: some things work
for some people and some things work
for others. I think in my case it was good
because nearly ten years on I've still got a
really high cd4 and my last cd4 was1600:
I've never gone down below 350 and that
was only when I had pneumonia.
I got HIV but it opened these doors to
doing something constructive and some
thing that felt really valid.
Initially I was too numb to think about
what it meant to live with HIV. It was actu
ally getting a grasp on what I'd been told
and letting it filter through. I certainly did,
at times, think I wasn't going to be around
I was diagnosed in 1996. I got HIV from in ten years. What if these drugs don't
a short relarionship with a guy who was work and what do they know about these
passing through Sydney. He had what I drugs? That's why I wanted to find out as
now recognise as a sero-conversion illness: much as I could about all the trials that
so he was highly contagious. It wasn't were gomg on.
I wanted to tell to my parents. They live
from not using condoms properly because
.
in
the UK. I told my sister first to see how
I always practiced safe sex. I honestly to
she
gauged me telling my parents. She said
this day cannot fully understand how I was
infected, unless the condom had broken they'd want to know. I told them over the
and I had not noticed. I went for a routine phone and they wanted to see me. They
test which showed up positive. So I was a wanted me to go back. Because I couldn't
bit shocked because I wasn't expecting it: work at that time I decided to go back for
it was just a routine test. I had always gone a couple of months just to show them I
was okay. When I went back I still had the
every six months for an HIV test.
It was when HAART had just been side effects so I ended up staying in the UK
introduced in October 1996. My doctor in a semi-rural area called Worcestershire.
I hooked up with the health care team
said although it's really not a good thing,
it's probably the best time to get HIV there and was put in touch with an HIV
because at least there're treatments avail charity: a very small one with two people
able; there's something we can do. I went employed. Because I wanted to learn as
much as I could about HIV I started vol
straight onto HAART.
A friend of mine booked me in to see unteering. I also went on as many courses
a doctor who I thought was a counselor as I could. I became the representative for
at the time. I went and about three hours the area for people with HIV and started
later came out with scripts for all these traveling around the UK on the back of
pills. My doctor was away so I couldn't go the Terrence Higgins Trust working with
and see him to ask his opinion on the treat other independent HIV organisations, giv
ment that had been prescribed. I was told ing talks to nurses and students: very simi
if I didn't take the pills I'd die. So I started lar to the Positive Speakers.
I ran the Positive Empowerment Group
the tablets and because it was when all
the protease inhibitors had just come out, for people living in rural areas. They were
they put me on massive doses. I was on all very isolated. There were no oppor
the Ritonavir, Saquinavir, d4T, 3TC and a tunities for social interaction available

and there was very little information on
HIV. I also did some fund-raising, which
I'd never done before. It was like learning
all these new skills and I enjoyed it! I got
HIV but it opened these doors to doing
something constructive and something
that felt really valid.
This would have been from 1998 until
about 2002. During this time the charity
grew. We started getting a lot more people
coming in. There was a cross section of
people. A lot of heterosexual women with
children and quite a few older gay men
who were not out as gay men. Some also
had mental health problems like bi-polar

I got HIV but it
opened these doors
to doing sorneihnq
constructive and
something that felt
really valid.

depression. I didn't have the background
to work with these people but I had the
personality to bring them together and to
listen and from listening to people's stories
to act on whatever I thought they might
need. That's how the whole group grew.
I left Britain in 2002 or 2003 and came
back to Australia because I was ready to
come back. I now work in the HIV sector
in Sydney and love my work and have a
great respect for those whom I work with.
I don't think that people can work in this
sector without having a passion, a driving
force and that in itself is a healthy situa
tion to be in.
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largely invisible: it's not talked about.
By telling my story I am making HIV
visible. Talking about our experiences is
a good way of describing what it is really
like to live with HIV: how HIV is transmit
ted and that it's not just in the gay commu
nity. I worked with a lot of positive women
in the UK. Not just black African women
who've migrated but Caucasian women
as well. A lot of women have got it from
holiday places like Ibiza and the Mediter
ranean. It stands to reason because every

one's having unsafe sex and sharing part
ners. There are a lot of bisexual men or
married men who are having unprotected
sex. We saw a lot of heterosexual men who

- HIV is largely
invisible: for me to
be openly positive
is a healthy thing.

had sex with men but identified as heter
osexual. These men had had very risky,
unsafe sex in toilets and other places.
To start the discussion I think cam
paigns should be aimed at individuals.
They should be specifically targeted. For
example: to target awareness and to grow
support groups in the rural areas, it would
be best (in my opinion) for someone who
has knowledge and experience of what it
is like to be both positive and to have lived
in a rural area, to honestly and frankly dis
cuss topics that are relevant to that group
of individuals. I have always found that
people respond much more effectively with
each other when this is the case. When I
was in the UK I was asked to help organ
ize a woman's only support group for HIV,
but although I am positive and under-

stand some of their issues I cannot possi
bly fully understand how they feel or what
their real needs are. Although living with
HIV is a similarity that many of us share,
it is as diverse as each of us is individual.
Long-term survivor's have a totally differ
ent outlook as do newly diagnosed peo
ple. People from different cultural back
grounds would benefit from information
that is relevant to them. So, in brief, peers
can help with campaigns and target indi
viduals effectively.
I know there are these target groups but
in these groups people are very individual.
In a way using positive people's stories is a
good way of reaching people. They may
be very close, if not very similar, to what
someone has experienced and it makes it
more real. I know it's very hard but I think
those are the more effective campaigns.
HIV is not something to be ashamed of.
I think there are quite a few reasons why
I should be visible. For me to be openly
positive is a healthy thing. Hopefully it
will encourage other people to talk about
HIV. It might even prompt some guys to
get tested: guys who may be worried about
being tested.
Receiving a diagnosis in 1985 was like
being handed a death sentence for a lot
of people. They didn't have any options:
there was little support and treatments
were being trialed. There was more activ
ism in the 80s. Activists fought for access
to treatments, care and support. In late 96
we had HAART. There were options all of
a sudden where there hadn't been before.
We still didn't know what was going to
happen but there was a hope. When I was
diagnosed, there was at least some under
standing that you were in a better position
than ten years before. For people who are
diagnosed now doctors have more knowl
edge on how to treat HIV and the side
effects. There's a lot more support now,
opportunities for networking and other
community services.
Now we have to be very careful that
we're not just focusing on the medical side
of things. This may be disempowering for
some people. There needs to be a balance
between empowering people with emo
tional support, hands-on help and medi
cal support. People have been dependent
on our community support and services

and we're now turning around and saying
it's not good for you to be dependent, you
need to be self-sufficient. What we've got
to be very careful of is treatments are still
extremely new. We've seen all these side
effects like lipodystrophy and increasing.
cholesterol levels. As a worker within the
sector, I'm aware of several of my clients
going into hospital. You don't hear about
this. I think we've just got to be mindful
of those things. I think people get carried
away sometimes in the successes and these
successes are new.
People need to be aware HIV is not easy.
It's not just a question of taking a pill.
There can be side effects and treatments

All of a sudden
there were
options. . . but
there is a lack of
perception in how
HIV can change
your life.

may not work for some people. On a more
positive note, living with HIV today is not
the same as living with HIV twenty years
ago, we are much luckier having treat
ment options and organisations that exist
to support people living with HIV and
AIDS. We now at least have choices. It is
up to us to support each other and make
informed choices. I choose to be positive
in my approach to being positive ... Posi
tively Positive!
Photographs: Jamie Dunbar
If you are interested in being part of the
visibility project (either through the week
end workshop on April 8 and 9 (see page
15) or through one on one confidential
interviews contact Kathy Triffitt on 9361
6011 or email kathyt@plwha.org.au
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A few days before I was due to get my
test results I was overcome with fear. What
if it was positive? My mother dismissed
my panic, saying, "Oh come on! If you
were positive you'd know!" It seems I did.
I hadn't knowingly slept with any positive
men, but I had taken risks. I'd had sex with
out condoms. That seemed pretty normal
among my peers. Some of my boyfriends
had even dabbled with needles. Also pretty
normal among my peers, although I had
always avoided the silver sparkler.
There was nothing I could do now
though except wait.
When the day came I went to the doc
tor after work. I had rung him to get the
results but he had asked me to come in.
It was a small surgery in Chatswood and
when I walked into his room and sat down
he showed me a piece of paIJer with a
small part highlighted yellow. It said WB
Positive. He said he was sorry and told me
that I didn't look like the type. I remember
being very calm and thinking that I knew
more than he did - none of the positive
people I had met looked like the type. He
was kind though, and I could see he felt
helpless. He rang a specialist at the Royal
North Shore Hospital, made an appoint
ment for me, and that was the end of the
consultation.
I walked out of the surgery in what I now
realise was shock. I felt calm and weight
less and completely numb, an incredible
sadness just below the surface. Nothing
mattered anymore. I went to the bank and
saw a work colleague. We waved and sud
denly everything was in slow motion. She
seemed literally miles away, completely
unreachable, yet she was just on the other

side of the room. I

felt my life taking me

in a completely different direction now.
Everything had changed.
I hired some videos and bought myself
a box of chocolates, and when I got home
rang work and told them [ wouldn't be
back. I told them I'd had some bad news.
My Mum rang me to see how everything
went and I couldn't lie. I told her and she
started to cry. That's when I cried too for
the first time.
The life change I could sense had cer
tainly come, just not in the way I expected
it. Before getting tested 1 was not enthu
siastic about my life and felt unable to
cope with another 50 years. After I got my
results I was praying for another 50. My
desire to live a long life has been with me
ever since. Although I experienced a huge
grieving process, I was determined that I
would make this into a positive thing, no
matter what happened. I felt very sorry
that I had not protected myself, chat I
might have thrown away my life. This
awakened in me a desire to care for myself
and do the very best I could.
I swapped nursing for welfare and was
glad. I met a lovely man and we married in
2001. We moved out of Sydney and bought
a house. I don't know what the future
holds but I'm making plans.
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sexual partners, I get tested every three
months. I really don't mind getting tested,
it keeps me informed.
Do you think.it's easy / or embarrassing
to talk about S'Tls (withdoctor/ partners/
friends)?

Mark
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How long have you been positive?
Seven years
Do you think your attitude to sex
changes
after you test positive? How? Why
I used to worry about talking about HIV,
/
why
not?
but once I came out as positive to family
I think that in a weird way becoming
andfriends, and got nothing but support,
positive
was very liberating for my sex
I realised that there was nothing to worry
life
and
sexual
identity. When I was nega
about. Those around you who really love
you will always support you. Though, I tive getting HIV was something that I had
must admit, I would find it awkward talk always worried about, and I would work
ing with family about STis. As for doctors, myself up ridiculously over the slightest
what's there to be embargassed about? change in my health after a sexual encoun
They deal with this kind of thing everyday. · ter and convince myself I was seroconvert
It's their job. I talk openly to my doctor ing. During sex I would always be won
about all aspects of my health, sex, drugs, dering if what I was doing was a high risk
relationships, work; the lot. Your doctor activity, or if maybe I had damaged my
needs to know as much about your physi gums when brushing my teeth beforehand.
cal and mental health if he is to diagnose Once I became positive (and had time to
accept the situation and adjust to it) it was
you accurately.
What do you think sexual health means like a weight had been lifted off my shoul
ders. The thing I had feared the most had
for you as a positive gay man?
Sexual health is very important; after all happened to me, and eventually I accepted
we are sexual beings. A positive attitude it. Unhindered by fear my sexual identity
towards your sex life will make it all the evolved after I became positive, and I really
more enjoyable; you'll feel more at ease enjoy my sex life now.
How do you feel about other STis (sex
with your sexual partner(s) and then you
ually
transmitted infections) like Gon
can start exploring and experimenting
orrhoea, Syphilis, Chlamydia etc e.g. do
with different types of sex.
Really, maintaining your sexual health you thrnQ they're an important issue or
or your own health: is it very different? It's not? Do you think there are more of them
important to keep both. By doing so, you around at the moment?
The only STI that really worries me is
will keep a physical, emotional and some
will say, spiritually healthier you. All over Syphilis. I had it a few years ago and the
health is important not just for positive treatment for it is was so drawn out and
people, but for everyone.
painful. Ten consecutive days of injections
in the butt was hell. It was also recom
mended I have a lumbar puncture after-

wards to ensure the treatment was effec
tive. I just kept avoiding getting it done
until the doctor forgot all about it. ! have
had a couple of other STis over the years,
and though they were annoying at the
time they were easily treated. I have been
in a monogamous relationship for the past
year so don't really have any exposure to
STis or know how many are around at the
moment.
Why would you test for an STI? Would
anything put you off testing?
If I was single and having sex with a lot
of different people I would get regularly
tested. Nothing would really put me off.
I would rather find out as early as possi
ble if I had anything and treat it immedi
ately so that any negative effects would be
minimal.
Do you think it's _embarrassing or diffi
cult to talk about
with,a doctor?
Not at all
What do you think sexual health means
for you as a positive gay man?
To take charge of my own wellbeing and
also to be considerate of others. I think it's
important to educate yourself and be fully
aware of any possible consequences of
your sexual activities so that you can try to
make informed and responsible decisions.

sn,

exual transmission risks
and Hepatitis C
Geoff Honnor looks at the issue of sexual transmission of Hepatitis C

It's long been thought that sexual
transmission of Hepatitis C (HCV)
is relatively rare. However, some
recent research from the UK and
Amsterdam, presented earlier this
month at the Conference on Ret
roviruses and Opportunistic Infec
tions in Denver, Colorado, sug
gests that sexual transmission is
more.common than we've thought
- particularly among gay men who
are already HIV positive.

There was a good deal of discussion at
Dr Mark Danta from London's Royal
Free Hospital reports that, to date, around the conference about why this increase
225 HIV positive gay men have been diag was occurring now. There was some sug
nosed with sexually transmitted Hep C in gestion that sero-sorting (poz guys seeking
London and Brighton. His study looked each other out for unprotected sex) might
at the risk factors associated with 111_ of · have something to do with it and also the
these me;i" who were diagnosed with 'fiep rise of "Poz Parties"/extended play scenes
C between October 2002 and August 2005. (often via internet hookup) whi(li'.' fre
These were:
quently include practices like fisting. The
• Unprotected receptive anal intercourse
risk factors cited by Mark Danta "'. toys,
• Receptive and insertive fisting (without fists, drugs and a roomful of happy tamp
gloves) and use of sex toys
ers - will probably not be unfamiliar to a
• Group sex
number of gay poz guys here in Australia.
• Drugs like Crystal, E, GHB, K, amyl
It's pretty obvious that lorrg periods of
Professor Roel Coutinho from Amster unprotected fisting/play can exert signifi
dam's Municipal Health Service reported cant wear and tear on mucosa! tissue and
that the incidence of HCV in gay positive create ideal conditions for blood-borne
men had increased tenfold after the year virus transmission. While guys who regu
2000 compared with the 15 years before. larly participate in these scenes are often
He reported on risk factors associated very knowledgeable about risk, pleasure,
with 25 gaypoz men who were diagnosed limits and safe practice, these findings
with HCV between 2003-05; 50% reported strongly suggest that :a heightened sense
fisting and 65% were also diagnosed with of risk awareness - gloves for fisting for
sexually transmitted infections like syph instance and Hep C testing - would be a
ilis. Prof Coutinho also commented that very good idea for poz handballers and sex
the HCV infections seen so far are prob pigs everywhere.
ably "the tip of the iceberg" since these
If you've already got HIY, Hep C is defi
infections were only picked up because the nitely not a good thing to acquire. HIV/
doctor was specifically looking for them.
HCV co-infection can make HCV much
At this stage, there's not a lot of evi harder to treat and make the hepatitis
dence about the incidence of sexually experience much worse generally.
transmitted HCV in Australia - though
:.. _, •,11 •......,-1.
;
I remember Dr Cassy Workman hypoth Aldsmap website
esizing about the role of SM/leathersex Couttt>o R et al. Risa In HGV Incidence In Hrv-rnected Men Who
Have Sex with Mer, In i'mstoo:iam: Sexual Transmisslon o1 ooncut to
in a study she presented at the Australa Treat
HCV Genotypoo 1 and 4. Thrteenth Coofareoce oo
sian Society of HIV Medicine conference Retrovlruaes aoo Opp:rttr,lstlc lnlectlons, Den;er, abatracl 87, 2006.
in Melbourne in 2001. It's worth remem Dama M et al. Evld..-ce /or Sexual Tranatrlsslo<1 al HCV i1 Recoot
Epldemc In HIV-infected Men In the UK Trlrteenth Conferaoce0/1
bering that gay poz play scenes have gone Retro-,,ruses and Opportt.niatlclnfactlons , De<Mar, abstract 88, 2CX>6.
global and participants can be in Europe
one day and Sydney the next - and lots of
people will be at this time of year.
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PLWHA (NSW) is planning a
Health Promotion fact sheet on:

Disclosing
your HIV
status to your
children

Let's talk
about it ...
(HIV visibility)
creative
workshop
Saturday 8 April & Sunday 9 April

Writing
telling your story
taking photographs
discussion
learning new skills

If you are a parent and would like to be
involved in a confidential interview or
a focus group to help put together this
fact sheet
call Kathy on 9361 6011
or email kathyt@plwha.org.au

meeting new people ...

Materials developed may be used for
a campaign ...
If you are interested please call Kathy
9361 6011 or email kathyt@plwha.org.au

How could a strong carer
support network help you?
If you're caring for a GLBT friend or partner, then
coming together with others in your situation could help
you, and them as well.
ACON is starting a new GLBT Carers Network to help
provide you support and services. To find out more,

(02) 9206 2032, or visit
www.acon.org.au/glbtcarers.

contact Veronica on

SOJTH EASTERN SYDl'-EY
tll.AWARRA
NIIW9HEALTH
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monitor what is called an INR. This is a
measure of the thickness or thinness of
my blood and is necessary to determine
the dose of a drug called warfarin I have
to take daily as a result of a heart valve
replacement operation I underwent two
years ago.
Even though I have to have this test
twice a week and perform the same thing
on myself twice a day, I never get used to
the feelings I have that my body is being
violated and assaulted each time it is deliv
ered on me. Today the experience is made
worse as the nurse performing the proce
dure has difficulty in inserting the needle
into my worn and scarred vein and has to
try again. My third prick of the day. She
apologises and mumbles something about
my veins 'rolling' and being hard to access.
However, the blood gets taken and with a
bandaid on my arm I set off on foot to the
PLWH A office in Oxford Street.

greeted happily by
the Snufta who woos
me into the calmness
and relative tranquillity
of my nest

As I made mention of earlier, I enjoy my
time in this place and I am able to help out
by answering the telephone, filling enve
lopes or doing any of the other little jobs
the staff may have for me. Being a mem
ber of the board of PLWHA (NSW) I also
find this is a good way of keeping in touch
with how the day-to-day functioning of
the organisation is going.
Time passes rapidly and it is now
around 1.30pm. Next on my agenda is my
weekly appointment with my GP. In order
to control the effects of the peripheral
neuropathy caused by my antirets I take a
drug that I cannot get on-going prescrip
tions for, so I have no choice but to go in to
the surgery each week. This can be a bit of
a nuisance, but the gain is worth the ease
to my pain.

Over 20 years I have built up a very
good rapport with my doctor and the sur
gery receptionists - it's more like visiting
with friends than visiting the doctor
I catch another bus back to the Junction
where I begin shedding my money by pay
ing my bills. The phones, the credit card,
the department store card ... I consider
myself fortunate to have those cards as
they make it possible for me to buy little
extras - perhaps to supplement my grocer
ies or to enable me to purchase new shoes
or clothes when I need them.
I stop for a coffee at my favourite cafe
where I observe the passing parade while I
sip my latte.
I arrive home around 3.30pm and am
greeted happily by the Snufta who woos
me into the calmness and relative tranquil
lity of my nest with her purrs and funny
little squeaks and squeals.
After resting for an hour or more I have
my fourth jab of the day. Not wanting to
repeat the awkwardness of the peg inci
dent I finally find a spot on my thigh that
does not feel too tender and administer
the shot. Even though the lignocaine again
eases the pain, I curse, but then I remem
ber just how effective this present com
bination of antirets has so far proved to
be and with that thought my discomfort
passes away.
The phone rings and it is the nurse at
the hospital with my INR result and who
tells me what dose of warfarin I should
take that evening.
Around 4.30 and as the opening cred
its of 'The Bold and The Beautiful' roll
onto my television screen I reach for the
blue "evening" dosette box that holds all
my pills, big and little, and again swallow
another handful.
I watch the five o'clock news from my
kitchen as I prepare my dinner - chicken
and salad again, with a baked potato for
that good dose of carbs. I feel a furry
tickle around my ankles and look down to
see little Snuffy gazing up at me with her
big green eyes, so I turn my intention to
the task of feeding and watering her.
As is often usual for her, she remains in
the kitchen with me until her meal is laid
out before her. She looks at it, sniffs at it,
looks at me - and walks away! Cats! What
do you do?

Sometimes I decide to be a bit formal
and set a nice table to have my dinner and
wine off, but more often than not I eat
with the plate on my knee in front of the
television. Tonight the seven o'clock news
is, as always, no brighter than the bulle
tin was at five, so I channel surf, hoping
that there might be something on that will
catch my attention and hold my interest.
Then I remember - more pills to take!
Three kaletra pills later and I am on
the floor playing with Snuffy having done
the dishes and tidied up the kitchen and
lounge. Nothing interesting enough on the
box to keep me up so I retire to the bed
room and turn on the bedroom tele and
go to bed. More channel surfing! I ponder
on the fact that I am, either through age
or through lessons I have experienced as a
result of the inconveniences imposed upon
me over 20 years of HIV living, becoming
increasingly intolerant of disruptions to
things I find pleasurable. Tonight it is the
inane, insane advertisements that pepper
an otherwise entertaining (for once) pro
gramme on a commercial channel that bug
me, so I fuck to the ABC and SBS. Nothing
happening there, so I prepare to enter my
other world of sleep and dreams.
'.,. · ·
Snuffy generally joins me, having
deigned to eat some of the food I-have left
out for her, and I drift off to sleep ... zzz.
So ends just another day in the life of
me - just another positive person.
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FREE LEGAL ADVICE
HALC provides free legal advice,
lnfonnatlon and referral to people llvlng In
NSW with an HIV related legal problem.
To make an appointment please call us on

02 9206 2060
All lnfonnatlon Is kept strictly confidential.
9 Commonwealth Street,
SURRY HILLS NSW 2010
Freecall 1800 063 060
Fax (02) 9206 2053
Email halc@halc.org.au
10am to 6pm Mon to Fri
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STls 1 are an important

health issue for people with
HIV. Once common among gay
men, sexually transmitted
infections declined in the
1980s and early 1990s as the
result of the focus on HIV
prevention, but t~ey have
returned - in epidemic
proportions - among gay men
across the developed world in
recent years and among HIV
positive gay men in particular.

STls can have serious health
implications, particularly if not
treated. Syphilis in particular can
have a severe impact and be harder to treat in HIV positive
people. Having an STI can increase
the risk of passing on or getting
HIV and it can also make managing
your HIV more difficult.
If you are sexually active and HIV
positive, testing for STls should be
an important part of maintaining
your health and well being, as well
as the health and well being of
your partners.
This factsheet has been developed
from a series of interviews and
discussions with HIV positive and
negative gay men on their
experiences of testing for STls. 2
It looks at why it is particularly
important for gay men with HIV to
test for STls.

10 reasons
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Why test for STis?
or some men, testing for STls is routine
while others respond to symptoms or
risk events. Starting a new relationship
could be another reason.

F

Peter: What would prompt me to

have a test for STis is having
symptoms. It depends on the
circumstances I suppose ... for me
it's always been a symptom. [ ... ]
Regular testing would make STis a
lot easier to deal with.
Wtlile many had a general understanding
of STls, they reflected on tlaving
limited knowledge of the important
details around STls. Exam pies include
common symptoms of STls, the way
STls are passed from person to person,
available treatments and what happens
during testing.
John: We don't know a lot about

symptoms like Chlamydia. I
wouldn't know the difference
between syphilis and gonorrhoea
and I think the general public
really has no real knowledge. How
much do we need to know and
how do you simplify that. What
about the guys who have no
symptoms but have an STI?
I think everybody who is sexually
active needs to be aware of the
increases in syphilis and other
STis, and how to prevent getting it
or passing it on.
Screening at least one to two times a year
for STls during a visit to your HIV doctor
is one Wa'f to minimise your health visits.
Remember you need to specifically
ask for tests for STls.

What to ask for?

3

Wittl gonorrhoea and Chlamydia ask for a
urine sample, anal swab and throat swab.
With syphllls and hepatitis A &. B ask for
blood tests (if you have not been
vaccinated or are already immune).

The more partners you have the more
often you should be tested. Every
three to six months is a guideline.a
Some men feel more comfortable
separating their sexual health care from
their HIV care by going to a Sexual Health
Clinic. These are free of charqe and
confidential. A Medicare card is not
required and you do not have to use your
real name. However, it is a good idea to
let your HIV doctor know what
medications you are on. Talking about
your situation may result in you receiving
more appropriate treatment and advice.
Tony on the other hand is more
comfortable talking to his HIV doctor.

Doctors should be encouraged to
offer tests to patients more often.
My current doctor is very good.
He suggests a full checkup
anyway. With my previous doctor
I had to ask for a test. It would
be good if doctors were more
proactive in suggesting a test and
without making you feel like you
are a bad guy because you are
positive and having sex.
It is important to find a doctor with whom
you can discuss important aspects of
your life.

4. Having lots of sex
partners means the risk
of getting an STI is
even higher.
5. Any sexually active ma
can catch an_,STI.
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What about the type
of sex?
our risk of STls is affected not only by
the number of sex partners, but the
type of sex you are having. Som e sexual
practices are riskier than others for STls
(e.g. unprotected anal sex, oral sex).

Y

Oral sex may be a choice made between
poz-neg partners to prevent passing on
or getting HIV Unless there are co-factors
present (e.g. cuts or sores in your mouth)
that may contribute to HIV transmission,
oral sex is considered relatively safe for
HIV Oral sex, however, can spread other
STls such as gonorhoea and syphilis in
the throat.
The more partners you have, the more
often you should test for an STl, however
regular STl testing should be a part of
every sexually active gay man's health
management.

John: You only need to have sex

once with a guy in an unsafe
environment or have unsafe sex
to get an STI. Anybody who has
any form of sex is at risk.
Guys who sleep with two people a
year might not focus on a
message that says if you're more
promiscuous it increases your
chances of an STI.

STis are important in
poz-poz sex
ome HIV positive men have made the
decision not to use condom s when
they have sex with another positive man.
Poz-poz sex does not prevent the passing
on of STls, in particular syphilis - and may
actually increase the risk 5

S

5
This is what James said:

I had always been safe with other
men after my HIV diagnosis-up
until about a year ago. Because
the other person was positive we
came to an agreement to have
unprotected sex: our choice, but
one that I feel needs to be
discussed with your partner. [ ... ]
I didn't want to get STis
like syphilis.
For most gay men, using condoms are the
· best way to look after their sexual health
and the sexual health of their partners.

8. You may have
experienced unusual
discharges, rashes,
itching and pain during
sex or when pissing.

STI testing as part of

everyday life

D

iscussion group participants expressed
a need to "norm alise" STl testing.

Max explained:

We need to normalise testing. It
should be like a mammogram or
Pap smear for women. They're so
public nowadays: ads are on prime
time television. Testing should be
like another part of life, daily life.
[ ... J It's on your list of things to
do for the week.

9. STI symptomsere not
always obvious and
frequently there are no
noticeable symptoms.
10. It is important to look
after your health and tha
of your partners.
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7

The type of sex you are having is risky"
.(e.g. fucking without a condom)."
7 Positive men who bareback · together
may be at a higher risk of getting
an STI.
8 You may have experienced unusual
discharges, rashes, itching and pain
during sex or when pissing.
9
STI symptoms are not always obvious
and frequently there are no noticeable
symptoms.
10 It is important to look after your health
and that of your partners.
6

Concerns about STis should not discourage you from having a healthy
and satisfying sex life. Using condoms is the best way to look after
your sexual health but they are only part of the equation.
If you are sexually active it is a good idea to get regular tests for STis.
The more partners you have the more often you should be tested.
Every three to six months is a guideline.
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tud!ing...

its never
too late

The very thought of being back
in a classroom studying again is
enough to put most people off
studying for the rest of their lives!
But while it is not for everyone,
studying can offer many benefits
to those who decide it is what
they want to do.

to do this course?

call in sick before class begins. If you are
absent without a declaration, they declare

David Wallace from BGF's

I decided to do the multimedia course at
the Learning lab, as I had an opportunity

your enrolment open. They are preparing
us for a competitive workforce. My health

to upgrade my skills from low end IT tech

was never made an issue.

nology to macro media. I am learning how
to format for CD, or HTML uploading to

behind as there is a steep learning curve,
so the college urges students to minimise

the internet: things like Java, 3D, Video,
telecasting, and photographic technology.
I had taught IT in business technology

absences. It really can be difficult catching
up, particularly editing, for example, com
pleting a video from Adobe Premier for

in High Schools in NSW, Queensland and

ShockWave, to upload to HTML, only to
move quickly to Flash will have you spin

Positive Futures project talks to
three people about their different
experiences of studying at TAFE
and university - the challenges
and issues they faced; the
benefits for them of studying;
and the things that have kept
them inspired and motivated to
keep studying.

1 Information technology
What are you studying?
2005 Certificate IV Multi Media, Learn
ing Lab, Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills
What was the background to you deciding

in the UK, bringing with me the knowl
edge of what I learned at the College of
Fine Arts 10 years ago. I found the skills
I had 10 years ago were outdated. I also
wanted the choice of a career change.

What have been some of the issues you
have faced in doing this course?
They are strict on insisting that if you
cannot attend due to health, you must

It is easy to fall

ning like a top. Three quantum leaps in
one week are not easy.
Have you had to deal with any HIV spe
cific issues as a result of studying?
I was sick a few times, but it was only

How long is the course and how far are
you into it?
The Learning Lab Certificate IV is an

mmor.

intensive course for 10 -11 months. Usu

How have you coped financially?

ally these were three long days per week.

Reasonably well, the $30 per week edu
cation allowance from Centrelink was a

How many hours a week do you study?
From 21 - 24 hours per week

great incentive to stay with the course to
the end. I spent this on Internet Broadband
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How many hours a week do you study?
I have around 15 contact hours a week

that includes lectures and tutorials. On top
of that I can spend another 15 hours a week
studying, and by this I mean visiting the
library, reading, and writing assignments.
Some weeks I don't spend that much time
but other weeks can be more depending on
what assignments are due. On top of this I
spend a good deal of time in the cafeteria
chatting with the friends I have made.
What have been some of the issues you
have faced in doing this course?
I had spent several years not doing very
much at all. I wasn't working and so I
would come and go as I pleased, eat when
ever I wanted, sleep whenever. Going to
uni means having a routine and so it took
me some time to get used to being in class
and working. I guess it took a bit of time
to get my brain to switch on too. I was in
a classroom with lots of people I didn't
know and I had feelings of inadequacy
and fear about what people would think
of me. All of this is really normal I reckon,
and after participating a little bit things
got easier. Before too long I felt at ease and
started actually enjoying myself.

I think it is valuable to
make some friends
who you can be
open with about
what is really going
on for you

I went to all the orientation week forums
on how to write essays, take notes and
read at academic level and I found these
really helped. I also swallowed my pride
and asked a lot of questions so I was sure I
understood. Before too long I realised that
university level study isn't that difficult,
that it is aimed at normal people, and that

the academic staff really want to help stu
dents succeed.
Have you had to deal with any HIV spe
cific issues as a result of studying during
this time?
My first weeks at university coincided
with my first weeks on HAART. I had side
effects that included feeling slightly nau
seous, lightheaded, bloated and though
it wasn't too bad I just didn't feel myself.
This probably affected my emotional state
as well and I felt a bit like an outsider
being this 34 year old HIV positive man
amongst mostly teenager girls. Happily
the side effects went away and from then
on I just started enjoying myself at uni.
I have actually come out as positive to
one girl who has been very supportive and
has become a great friend. I think it is val
uable to make some friends who you can
be open with about what is really going on
for you.
How have you coped financially?
I have been on the DSP for a few years
and am lucky to have supported housing
so my financial situation is quite managea
ble. Uni fees are $200 a semester, although
the abolition of Voluntary Student Union
ism means that after June 30 this year they
are optional, and my text books are about
$100 a semester. Centrelink provides a
$200 grant, called the Education Entry
Payment, for people who want to return to
an approved course of study and this has
helped. I also manage my finances by mak
ing sure all my bills are paid fortnightly
through Centrepay and by saving a little
each week with an ING savings account, I
learned how to do this by accessing finan
cial counselling at BGF.
My biggest expense I guess is my inter
net connection and my computer. You
really do need a computer to study at uni
although the uni does have a lot of com
puters available for use. I bought my com
puter on eBay for a couple hundred dollars
and so far it's been a good buy.
Did you encounter any problems from
Centrelink?
I had a problem proving to Centrelink
that I had actually returned to study. They
cancelled my Pensioner Education Supple-

ment (a fortnightly payment of around $70
dollars paid to those undertaking a Cen
trelink approved course of study) several
times before I went to the uni and got the
paperwork they wanted. The problem was
that the computer kept asking for a spe-

cific document but the staff didn't actu
ally know what that was. Sometimes with
Centrelink you have to be very - patient
and keep asking questions until you work
out what they really want. In my experi
ence they do really want to help you but
sometimes they just don't have the skills.
I mean it is such a huge bureaucracy. I try
to approach them with respect and assume
that they want to help me, not hinder me.
What have been the benefits of studying?
The benefits are immense. I mean I
really feel like I have a future now becaus
I am looking ahead. I am actively engage
in the idea that 'HIV is no longer a cleat
sentence' by planning a career. I feel moti
vated now and this helps me to do orhe
things that interest me. For example, !as
year I was in a play. The most importan
thing for me has been an improvement i
my self esteem because I have somethin
to do every day and have some direction. I
has been important for me to not get stuc
in the doldrums of being on DSP but t
actively use this time to get ahead in m
life.
What do you hope to do with the qualifi
cation?
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From a health perspective, I have to
manage my energy levels and in this area I
try to keep up with my gym work and my
morning walks around the Opera House.
One area that I have let slip is my medita
tion sessions at home and hope to moti
vate myself before class starts this year
and commence them again.
The major issue is that when you have
assessment items due, that they consume
you. Everything else has to come second
and this can affect your social life or lack
of.
Have you had to deal with any HIV spe
cific issues as a result of studying during
this time?
When I first informed various people
that I was about to undertake this course,
it was pointed out that it was not neces
sary for me to disclose my HIV status and
so this is one area I have chosen not to dis
close at. this stage. No one has come out
and openly asked me if I am positive and
until they do so, I personally don't think

Who knows
where this could
lead to?

that it's something they need to know.
They may have their suspicions but until
they ask me outright then that is when I
shall disclose this information. I am open
about my status with every other aspect of
my life.
How have you coped financially?
It is a struggle at times and I have
to plan my class presentations around

this factor. I get an extra $62 a fort
night from Centrelink, whilst I am at
college and this does help. I take my
lunch and cold drinks with me most
days to college and this saves me any
unnecessary expense of buying lunch
etc. During the warmer months I walk
to college and this also saves me some
money and I use this to my advantage
as I include it in my cardio routine so
it works both ways.

network behind me and that they believ
in me; my fellow students and lecturers
at college. And to be quite frank I a
very happy with the results that I hav
achieved so far and I feel that I am work
ing towards a goal and fulfilling . a life
long dream.

Did you encounter any problems from
Centrelink?
No, although initially it took some
months for me to get the extra benefits as
there were thousands of other students in
my situation. However, towards the end of
last year Centrelink sent me the necessary
forms to recommence the extra benefits
once I resume my studies.
What have been the benefits of studying?
A whole new world has opened up for
me. It has given me .a whole new sense
of self worth ... that if I put my mind to
something then anything can be achieved.
It is almost like I am fulfilling the desires
of that 17 year old boy who was so dis
appointed when he was told that he could
not go on to achieve all that he had worked
so hard for at school.
The other major benefit has been that
areas that I thought that I had a definite
opinion in have been challenged and that
I am constantly questioning and reaffirm
ing everything that I may believe in.
This diploma course has also given me
the confidence to tackle tertiary studies in
the future.
What do you hope to do with the qualifi
cation?
This changes every other week. But
at this stage I would like to work in Gay
Men's Health at ACON, or in the alcohol
and other drugs area, or work in some way
with the HIV positive community - and at
some stage in my life go to Africa and do
some community aid work. I hope to use
this qualification to further my studies at
university and work part -time.
What has inspired you to keep going?
The fact that I have a strong support

Do you have any words of advice/inspira
tion to share with others?
Be prepared to be challenged and tha
anything is possible if you put your hear
and desire into it. There is no greate
power or tool that you can give yoursel
than an education and to keep on learn
ing. ~o knows where this could lead to.
I have been blessed with some incredibl
lecturers and have known within my hear
that I have made some life long friends
And man to learn something new every
day .... to me that is what life is all about.
We would like to thank Ross, Johnny an
Fletcher for sharing their experiences wit
us. For support and assistance with any o
the issues connected with undertaking
course of study - whether it is at TAFE
university or a local community college
contact the Positive Futures project at BG
on 9283 8666 or Freecall 1 800 651 011.
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information, planning, and expert advice
are still essential. Half of those present
who indicated that they were interested in
work wanted to do something very differ
ent from what they had done prior to sero

conversion. Many participants wanted to
do work that feels meaningful. Lots of us
have been recipients of social services and

want to give something back and partici
pants tended to be most enthusiastic about
activity directed to a human bottom line.
Is Vocational Training an option?
Many who are on disability still have
some energy that we could put to produc
tive use. Many experts believe that doing
something that gets us out of the house

and engaged with the community plays
vital role in maintaining our physical an
mental health, that it alleviates depres
sion, contributes to a sense that life ha
meaning, and keeps us engaged as activ
participants in our communities. Mayb
that work won't be paid employment
it may start with sustained activity tha
benefits other people as volunteer wor
or an internship, or it may be school an
training.
The reality is that most of us could fin
real benefit in taking time for ourselves t
deal with unresolved issues around basi
education, or to get trained or retraine
for jobs that make sense for our lives now.

"There is always something
new to learn, it is up to us
to take the relevant parts ... "
[Leslie]

Medlcal Questions
In the medical arena a lot of people see'
to be asking the same kind of question
"am I really well enough to work? Wha
if I have to change meds, or the meds sto
working? How will the stress of workin
affect my health? Will my adherence b
compromised? WiH I be able to take th
medications' correctly am! consistently?
Can I manage my meals around my meds
while still working? Will I be able to man
age my other daily activities while still
working? Is my health stable enough to go
back to work, and what will happen if it
changes?"
For many positive people, health main
tenance is a delicate balancing act, and
integrating self-care activities with the
demands of employment can be a formi
dable challenge.
Psychosoclal Issues
Even when people are medically stable,
supported with legal and benefits infor
mation, and armed with training that can
make them competitive in the workforce,
there can be a host of psychosocial bar
riers to employment. Often people who
have been out of the workforce for a long
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Book Review
AIDS in Latin America
by Tim Frasca
Timothy Frasca is the Director of
the CIPRESS Foundation in San
tiago, dedicated to sexual health
promotion. He offers a chronicle
of the changing course of the HIV/
AIDS epidemic in Latin America
and uncovers the enormous cul
tural changes, which have taken
place throughout Latin America
as a result of HIV/AIDS. Notwith
standing many similarities among
countries in the region, the story
of HIV/AIDS in each is unique to
its political and cultural contexts,
economic conditions and recent
histories. In some cases health
ministries, social organisations
and people with HIV/AIDS gener
ated dynamic and creative strat
egies to address prevention and
care issues: in other countries
the response started out well and
stagnated. A few found it diffi
cult to initiate any response at all.
These variations are the subject of
Frasca's AIDS in Latin America.
Frasca draws lessons from the strong
activist movement that has succeeded in
increasing government resources to fight
HIY, and gives insights into the future
efforts that will be needed to combat AIDS
in the region. Personal narratives are inter
mixed with the first set of comprehensive
statistics on the epidemic. Interviews with
activists, doctors, government officials,
journalists and people with HIV/AIDS
complement Frasca's analysis and help to
provide a picture of how the epidemic has
developed.
Organized by country, Frasca has
included chapters on Peru, Mexico, Costa

Rica, Guatemala, Trinidad and Tobago,
Argentina, Brazil and Chile. The coun
tries were selected for different reasons.
Chile, Peru and Argentina are neighbours
and have recognisable similarities in the
way AIDS was handled, although' the dif
ferences are· also immense. Brazil broke
ground by showing that a country with
enormous inequalities and severe poverty
still could create "a coherent and humane
response". Central America offered inter
esting contrasts, especially due to Costa
Rica's role as the island of gay tolerance
in the area, its early sophisticated NGO
activities and the many spin-offs it gen
erated around the peninsula. Mexico was
included because of its proximity to the
United States and leadership of the first
regional networks.
AIDS organisations did a lot to challenge
official negligence, stigma and discrimina
tion but as Ramon's story illustrates "they
did not necessarily know how to help peo
ple with HIV". Frasca concentrates heav
ily on gay-oriented prevention projects
and associated issues. This is because the
history, to date, of AIDS in Latin America
is heavily populated with gay and other
homosexually active men both as activ
ists and as people with HIV. Just as in the
United States, gay men took interest in the
AIDS issue out of identification with it, "a
useful bi-product of the otherwise damag
ing "gay leprosy" and "pink plague" prop
aganda found in local newspapers".
For Frasca the AIDS issue had narrowed
from the intense debates generated in the
late 1980s on sexual culture and sex edu
cation, health services, human rights and
social exclusion, "to how the epidemic
had returned instead to the white-smocked

sphere of the sexually transmitted infec
tion clinic and the hospital. Instead of a
challenge to hundreds of years of sexual
hypocrisy [ ... ], AIDS was steadily· evolv
ing back to its initial status as an issue for
doctors to resolve with their patients". As
a counter response to this shift he 'presents
minimum data along with anecdotes from
the work of AIDS organisationsto ground
policy and history in the realities ?f people's lives.
,: ·
If one of the aims of AIDS ·in Latin
America is to mobilise a deeper appre
ciation of history, as well as provide new
impetus and ideas for moving forward by
sharing political, governmental.and com
munity experiences, it has been successful.
Frasca reminds us that early responses to
the epidemic in Latin America were char
acterised by a philosophy that revolved
around. a stir' of Ji-iderstandings of ethi
cal responsibility and political obligation,
bound together by community participa
tion and empowerment. Frasca wants to
remind us of these principles and their
importance in the work we do today.
Contents:
Introduction; Peru: Testing, Testing;
"Pefialolen"; Mexico: Fatal Advances;
Costa Rica: The Velvet Glove; Guate
mala: The Iron Fist; "Fame"; Trinidad &
Tobago: Living with People Living with
HIV/AIDS; "Air Travel"; Argentina: Split
Perspicacity; Brazil: Seductive Models;
"Turnpike"; Chile: Seizing Empowerment;
Epilogue.
Reviewed by Kathy Triffitt
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uick News
for Women
Nandini Ray profiles events for women
organised by Positive Heterosexuals

Happy New Year to all from Pozhet!
We have a bumper calendar planned
for 2006 with many new events
planned for women and their fam
ily/friends.

Workshops for women
We're running four new workshops·
for positive women on Saturdays
that will include topics such as posi
tive pregnancy, finding your soul
mate and where to shop for the best
priced bargains! Each workshop
will be held over a couple of hours
and includes a free lunch.

We're coming to visit
No matter where you are, we will
make every effort to have something
held in a location near you! So call
ing all women from Canberra, Coffs
Harbour, Lismore, Albury, Dubbo
and Newcastle - we're coming to
visit! Keep your eyes open for these
dates on the new 2006 Pozhet Calen
dar in your Talkabout. And if you
also have any suggestions for any
events you would like to see happen
ing in your own area, please do not
hesitate to contact us to discuss them.
We would love to hear from you.

Coffs Harbour women's
group
Pozhet would like to say congratu
lations to the Coffs Harbour posi-

tive women's group for developing
and maintaining a highly successful
informal support group. This group
was started lip by several poz women
in Coffs and supported by their local
Area Health Service and ACON. It
has been going now for several years
and is just as successful as ever. We
were really pleased to support this
group of women by providing them
with scholarships to attend last year's
Pozhet Annual Workshop in Sydney.
We're also looking forward to see
ing the Coffs Women's Group again
in 2006.

Greater West Get Together
and Big Day Out
We're holding two major events in
Western Sydney in 2006 through
The Haven in Blacktown. These will
also be advertised in Talkabout and
through the Pozhet Connections Pro
gram and will be a great opportu
nity for all women and their families
to come along, meet new people and
stay connected with services in the
local area.

Cafe Connections Is back
And finally ... Cafe Conversation, the
Tuesday morning coffee bar program,
is starting up again in Newtown. This
is a small and informal way of talk
ing with other positive people while
enjoying a coffee or two. Please feel
free to drop in and have a chat.

Your contributions are
welcome
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SAFFRON·

STAR ANISE

SUMAC

The Saffron crocus is an autumn Bower
ing perennial that belongs to the lily fam
ily. Its purple Bower has six stamens. Each
Bower has three stigmas that are attached
into the base of the bloom by a fine pale
thread called a style. Dried saffron stigmas
separated from the Bowers are between 1018mm long, are dark-red, thin and needle
like at one end, broadening slightly until
fanning out at the tip in a trumpet shape.
It has a honey/woody aroma and a bit
ter, lingering, appetite-stimulating taste.
It is expensive due to it being harvested
and produced by hand. Though expensive
in large quantities, most recipes only call
for a ¼ to a ½ teaspoon of this precious
spice, and this can be bought relatively
inexpensively.

Star Anise is the dried, star-shaped
fruit of a small, Oriental, evergreen
tree, and is a member of the Magno
lia family. The narcissus-like, green
ish-yellow unscented flowers are fol
lowed by rayed fruits composed of
eight seed-holding segments. The
aroma of Star Anise is distinctly
aniseed. It has a strong, sweet lico
rice character, and deep, warm spice
notes that are reminiscent of clove
and cassia. The flavour is similarly
licorice-like, pungent, lingering and
numbing, leaving the palate fresh
and stimulated.

This Middle eastern spice is from one of
150 varieties of rhus trees. Sumac comes
from the berries these trees produce,
which are in tightly bunched clusters 8lOcm long, and about 2cm across at the
widest point near the base. The berries
ripen to a pinkish red, and are finally deep
crimson when harvested. Sumac powder is
a deep burgundy colour, course textured
and moist. The aroma is fruity, like a
cross between red grapes and apples with
a lingering freshness. The taste is initially
salty, tangy and pleasantly fruity with no
sharpness.
I introduced a number of people to this
spice by using it on oven-roasted toma
toes, which it is really delicious with. It
also goes well with avocado, chicken and
fish. It is one of the ingredients in the Mid
dle Eastern za'atar rub.

Saffron Spi·ce
Cake;
250 ml (1 cup) freshly squeezed orange
JUlCe
1 tablespoon finely grated orange rind
¼ teaspoon saffron threads
3 eggs
155g (1 ¼ cups) icing sugar
250g (2 cups) self-raising flour
370g (3 2J3 cups) ground almonds
125g unsalted butter, melted
icing sugar, extra to dust
cream, to serve
Preheat oven to 180°C. Lightly grease a
22cm round cake tin and line the base with
baking paper. Combine the orange juice,
zest and saffron in a small saucepan and
bring to the boil. Lower the heat and sim
mer for one minute. Leave to cool.
Beat the eggs and icing sugar with elec
tric beaters until light and creamy. Fold in
the sifted Bour, almond meal, orange juice
mixture and butter with a metal spoon
until just combined and mixture is just
smooth. Spoon the mixture into the pre
pared tin.
Bake for one hour, or until a skewer comes
out clean when inserted in the middle of the
cake. Leave in the tin for 15 minutes before
turning out on a wire rack to cool.
Dust with a little icing sugar, and serve
with cream.

Caribbean
Chicken with
Ginger & Star
Anise;
25g fresh ginger
3 star anise
4 chicken breasts
3 tablespoons sherry
150ml chicken stock
3 garlic cloves, crushed
2 bay leaves
150ml olive oil
150ml white wine vinegar
2 white onions, sliced
sea salt and 8 peppercorns
Crush the ginger and star anise in a
mortar and pestle and add to a pan
with chicken, sherry and stock. Sim
mer for 20 minutes, or until chicken
is cooked and tender.
Shred the chicken into thin strips
and place in a bowl with the garlic,
bay leaves, olive oil, vinegar, onions,
salt and peppercorns. Mix well, and
leave to marinate in the refrigerator
for a couple of days.
Serve with a spinach salad and
lemon wedges.

Slow-Roasted
Tomatoes
12 Roma tomatoes, fully ripe and halved
a sprinkling each of salt, castor sugar and
pepper
1-2 tablespoons sumac
2 tablespoons olive oil
Place tomatoes cut side up on a baking
paper lined baking tray Sprinkle with salt,
castor sugar and pepper, then cover with a
good sprinkling of sumac. Drizzle the oil
over the tomatoes and roast at 100°C for
three (3) hours.
These can be served hot or at room tem
perature as cocktail finger food or used as
part of a salad.
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We all know it's
important to keep fit
for a healthy heart

Ask Ingrid
What are the best exercises for
looking after your heart and
keeping cholesterol low?

Ingrid Cullen

Fitness training for your heart is
any exercise that uses large mus
cle groups in a continuous manner
in order to elevate the heart rate
to a level that has a training effect
on it. As you get fitter, your heart
muscle responds like any other
muscle. It adapts to the workload
and changes, becoming stronger
and able to pump more blood
each heartbeat. Aerobic training
or cardio exercise trains the heart
to pump more efficiently, so it can
provide oxygen rich blood to the
working muscles, your brain and
all your organs.
As with any sort of training, you need to
work out what level of exercise to start at,
and how much to increase this by, so you
can get the best results. You also want to
get healthier without the risk of overdoing
it or injuring yourself. You can start simply
by walking, cycling, swimming gardening
etc for as long as you can easily, and every
week or so go for longer or make the activ
ity harder. If that doesn't sound like you,
try doing circuits of exercises in a gym or
at home. Anything that trains the heart
muscle by making it respond to exercise
will work. To work out your training zone
or the level of exercise you need to engage
in to have a positive effect on your heart,
work out your resting heart rate and your
maximum heart rate. You then use these
figures to calculate 60%- 85% of your
heart rate, as this is what's called your aer
obic training zone. This is the heart rate
that is safest and most effective for making
your heart stronger and you fitter. I cov
ered resting heart rate in the last issue of
Talkabout. (Take your pulse first thing in
the morning, or after you have been rest
ing for 30 minutes or more. Remember

this or write it down because you will need
it later). You can estimate your maximum
heart rate by subtracting your age from
220.
So for me, Ingrid, at 43 years of age and
fairly fit (well I like to think I am), with
a resting heart rate of 64, my heart rate
training zone is between 132 and 160.
Ingrid
220-43 age = 177max heart rate and my
resting heart rate is 64.
Resting heart rate + 0:6 x (max heart rate
-resting heart rate)
64 + 0.6 x (177-64) = 132 is the lowest
heart rate for effective heart health. 60%
64+ 0.85 x (177-64) =160 is the highest
heart rate for effective heart health 85%
You can use the formula above to work
out what level to train at for your heart's
health. Remember, as you get fitter, your
resting heart rate will slowly decrease and
your heart will be more efficient, so your
heart rate will increase more slowly. This
means you will have to work harder to
keep your heart rate in your training zone.
It will also be a sign that you and your
heart are fitter.
If you are overweight start with 20 min
utes of exercise at 60% and do it 2-3 times
a week. Try to add some strength work as
well, to keep your muscle mass up. If you
are under weight do one aerobic session a
week, and concentrate more on strength
work to build up a bit more muscle. Aer
obic exercise is important for a healthy
heart but you can get it from all sorts of
activity. So next time you train in the gym
with weights, check your heart rate. If it
stays in your training zone, you are getting
a cardio workout as well as building up
your muscle mass.

Having a healthy heart is not
just about exercise. You also
need to watch what you eat,
have regular health check ups,
and manage stress. Not always
easy, I know, but it's about get
ting balance into your life.
As discussed in the article in
this Talkabout, some type ef
aerobic exercise is what you
need for a healthy heart and
there are many ways of get
ting this. Any activity that gets
you in the zone, ·60-85 % of
your maximum heart rate1 will
do. The exercise, doesn't have
to be particularly hard, just
often enough to strengthen
your heart. The diet is the next
important thing. Think '·
of ·
changing how you eat rather
than just counting calories:
Wha.t you.eat has a big effect
on your cholesterol. There are
various types of fats and cho
lesterol, somegood, some not
so go~d..Saturared fats are the
easiest food for your body to
make cholesterol from, so these
are the first things you should
reduce in your diet. Getting
the right balance for you can
be quite hard, especially when
HIV and meds complicate
things. Talk to a dietician; ask
your GP or ACON to recom
mend someone who knows
about nutrition and HIV. Then
manage the stress in your life,
things that trigger unhealthy
choices, like not exercising or
eating well and you will have
a healthy heart as well as a
healthy body.
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4!I yo South Cout male 18 yrs +ve, 6 ft 2, passive, WLTM guys

co 45 for friend/relationship without the use of drugs. Tired of
being single, willing to travel within reason. GSOH, DTE, car
ing and affectionate - that's me. Reply: 17oeo8
R1ver1na, 37 yo, HIV+ slim, slightly hairy WLTM other
'locals' for friendship, perhaps LTR. Into AFL , camping, beach,
kissing, cuddling and of course the obvious. Can accommodate
for country weekends away Prefer mature, but not set in stone.
Reply:~

Men Seeking Women
19'1+ male, 31yo, tall and muscular, motorcycle enthusiast,
seeks female 28-40. I'm hardworking and searching for compan
ionship/relationship, genuine replies. Reply: 100008
Shy, sincere, loyal, hardworking 35yo hiv+ divorcee. I'm a
straight, honest male living in Sydney. Seeks friendship with
hiv+ lady in similar situation who wants to meet a true loyal
and down to earth true friend. ALA. Reply: 020602

ALA

All Letters Answered

Lm

Long Term Relationship

GSOH

Good Sense of Humour

NS

Non Smoker

ISO

Looking For

DTE

Down To Earth

WLTII

Would Like To Meet

GAM

Gay Asian Male

GWM

Gay White Male
Tender Loving Care

37 yo IIV+ 6 ft 3, 85 kg, grey eyes, brown hair, gym fit, hand
some masculine hairy chest active NS affectionate intelligent
WLTM HIV+ fit masculine affectionate passive guy 30 -50 for
LTR. I want to settle down with you, get 2 dogs, a cat, travel,
live life to the fullest. I live in the inner east for now ALA Reply:
011100!5

Nthn NSW male. 27yo, hetero pos, single Dad of 1, seeks female
to write to, and/or meet. Any nationality, age. Reply: 100010

TLC

Attractive, Sydney, 35yo +ve male. Seeking attractive lady 20-45,
yrs for Uship, r/ship, love. I'm sincere, excellent health, athletic
build, olive skinned, and a hopeless romantic. Enjoy theatre,
music, fine dining, deserted beaches, GSOH, live bands. Discre
tion assured. ALA. Reply: 100013

When placing and
answering personals

40 yrs old, good looking and in good health. GSOH. Curious,
reserved, active. I would lilce to meet a genuine friend, LTR,
TIC ALA . I'm passionate and friendly Age/nationality open. I
can travel anywhere in Australia. Reply: 141

Aust hetro male, hiv+, early 40s, very fit and healthy, genuine
personaliry, lots of hobbies, likes outdoors, N/S, lives in Syd
ney Looking to start friend/relationship with a female in similar
position. Age/nationality open. Kids ok. Reply: 100021

Mid north coat 34 yo poz GWM 5ft 5, slim, passive/versatile,
healthy and very laid back. Into nature, reading, nudity and
art. Looking for friends and lovers with similar interests or not!
.-\LA Reply: 271008

You know who you -· I received two responses to my advert
early in the year, but have been frustrated trying to communi
cate by email, I'm still keen to communicate but by some other
way. Please. There are some other ways and you can still remain
anonymous. Reply: 100021

Kenelngton area, GWM WLTM Similar Masculine Aussie 45
-55, also into Willingness, Sai Baba, Spirirualiry, Conversations,
Practicality, Spontaneity, Complementary Therapies, Quantum
Healing/Physics, Cooking, Completed UPW, Old Movies, Mar
kets, Shopping, Country Outings, Liberal Contributor, Enig
matic Lover, Slim Trim Healthy, ALA Reply: 28090II

40yo Hot Latino-Italian man straight acting, versatile, hard
working, honest and nice body, and in good health. No drugs.
ALA LTR TLC The guy who comes into my life will have my
full sex, love, care, assistance, share bills and more. Open to
all nationalities. I don't have a specific 'type' or age Reply:
140905

Ooodlooldng, 30yo , straight + male, recently diagnosed, good
health, NS, SD. Seeking honest, straight, single female 21.-32 yrs
for serious relationship and love. Genuine responses only Look
ing forward to hearing from you girls. You will not be disap
pointed. Reply: 070402

"Man~ to align with his Venus.To: Female soulrnate respect differences, nurture vulnerabilities and value each others
friendship. From: Heterosexual Male, HIV+ youthful appear
ance, just 40's. caucasian, 'tall, bionde and with green eyes' insightful; spiritual and down to earth; all encompassing."
Reply:270504

Sydney, healthy HIV+ middle aged man, relatively attractive
with active mind and body, interesting life, honest, sentimental,
maybe funny, WLTM other human for exchange of kisses, hugs
and ideas, not sex yet. Age, race, colour irrelevant, heart essen
tial. ALA Reply: 0811011

15d North Coat LifHtyle . Straight guy, 43 HIV+, non user,
easy going, genuine, GSOH seeks similar HIV+ lady for com
panion/mate for LTR and if all goes well who knows. We could
just be very compatible. Reply: 100020

35yo 5ft 8, 65kg HIV+ GSOH Fit easy going, nice looking.
Enjoy beach, gym, swimming, outdoors and indoors (curling
up), and odd night out. Looking for relaxed fit guy with GSOH
28-45. Reply: 2151105

Mars M9klng to align with his Venus. Just looking for a nice
girl; someone to share common interests, as well as our 'trials
and tribulations.' Heterosexual male, HIV+, just 40's Cauca
sian. Down to earth; enthusiastic in everything worthwhile in
life.Reply: 29030!5

Blue eyed brown hair 40 years old GWM In gaol until March
06 ISO guy up to 30 for friendship possible LTR. GSOH pas
sionate, loving, intelligent, successful, non scene ALA pen
friends wanted. Reply: 2811
In gaol - poor sick queer, threatened with a lash, 18 years HIV
poz, first time in prison, in single cell, bored, lonely, isolated,
seeking penfriend. No S&M types please. 40. Reply: 3011011
Young 38 year old GWM HIV+ in gr8 shape, handsome gr8

personality. 5 ft 7 & 65 kilos, brown hair, green eyes. Exer
cises regularly. Adventurous & versatile WLTM pleasant look
ing DTE guy 25 - 45 gr8 personality & smile, enjoys sport &
exercise. Mature attitude but likes a bit of fun. Secure & career
minded. Any nationality. Reply: 10120!!
45 yo pos 3 yrs , good looks, gym fit, healthy, defined shape,
good dresser, NS, non scene, 5 ft 8, 70kg, honest, loyal, monog
amous, good values, GSOH, looking for similat.arrributes in
30+ guy for LTR, good job, likes homelife, dinners, movies,
travel, photography, reading Reply: 09010e

Wollougoog, 39 yo HIV+ GWM 6 ft 67 kg blue eyes, short
brown hair, and masculine WLTM man to 45 (prefer active)
who is masculine, non scene and DTE for possible LTR. My
interests: swimming, music, reading, dogs, camping, healthy
living and spirituality Reply: 070209

Do not give out your work or home address,
telephone number or email address until you
think you can trust the person. Use a Horrnail
or Yahoo address.
Like you, other people may be anonymous.
You can't always believe everything you are
told.
,

When meeting someone:
Have rea.so~able expectations. Don't let your
fantasies run away with you - how some
body seems might not 6" who they are faceto-face.
' ·:.
.
.
Meet for the first time in a busy public place,
like a bar or club, or with friends. You can go
to a private place after you have met the per
son and think you can trust them. Don't rely
on the other person for transport.

37yo, HIY+ Bisexual male, 5 ft Sin 70 kg, blue eyes, brown hair,

Let someone know who you are meeting and
where. You can leave a note, keep a diary,
email a friend, or ask someone to phone you
o~ your-mobile re ;,;ake sure you are alright.

OK looks and good physique. Looking to start a new life with a
woman 25-45. I'm very straight acting, full of love, and want to
spend the rest of my life with a nice woman. PS. Come and still
my heart! Reply: 150705

Apply. cornrnonsense and -~fie'basic rules
of personal safety Maintain a healthy
degree of suspicion: if anything seems
odd, be careful.

HIV+ Woman wanted. Age, looks and nationality open. I'm 39
(20 years positive), DTE, GSOH, lives Central Tablelands, ani
mal lover, loves bush life. Main hobby looking for gold. Reply:
070011

How to respond to a
personal

HIV+ male 31 yrs old tall medium build seeking + female 24
- 32 for serious LTR. Love dining out in fine dining atmos
phere, GSOH bundles of laughs. European background genuine
responses only, and ladies won't be disappointed. Melbourne
region. Reply: 1110011
~ HIV+ male medium build 175cm tall hazel eyes brown hair
looking for female with GSOH and interested in music, rnovies,
long walks and loves talking about anything. Also looking for
friendship or possibly more ALA Reply: 28100!!

Qrut catch Aalan guy, 31, gym fit, genuine, DTE, caring and

affectionate professional WLTM GWM who are tall, fit, sin
cere, affectionate for dinners, movies, travel, gym 21. to 40 years
old. Am good looking and like to take care of someone! Reply:
100106

Be clear about who you are and what you are
looking for. Too much detail can be boring,
and too little may be too vague. Be honest to
avoid disappointment for you and your cor
respondent.

Women Seeking Men
24yo straight + female, recently diagnosed. Looking for love,

friends and/or penpals. Enjoy alternative music, live bands,
photography and movies. ALA. Reply: 100022
Hlw+ girl, 28J.o, Diagnosed a year ago. I am a genuine girl with
personality and good looks. Looking for a man 28-38y.o. with
personality and a positive outlook. Looking for friendship, pos
sible relationship. Reply 281004

Write your response letter and seal it in an
envelope with a 50c stamp on it - Write the
reply number in pencil on the outside - Place
this envelope in a separate envelope and send
it to Olga's Personals, PO Box 831, Darling
hurst 1300.

How to place a personal
Write an ad of up to 40 words - Claims
that you are hiv negative or claims about
blood test results cannot be made. How
ever, claims that you are hiv positive are
welcome and encouraged - Any personal
that refers to illegal activity or is racist or
sexist will not be published - Send the per
sonal to Olga, including your name and
address for replies. Personal details strictly
confidential.
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HIV+

first stop for inform.ation,
fun and support for the
positive straight corn.in.unity

$ 1800 812 404
Freecall (nationc;il)

your own private, safe and
confidential connection to
som.ehody who understands
helping you with a new contact
the friendliest heterochat
it's easy to he part of pozhet
join in over 10 statewide events

see www.pozhet.org.au
for full details

website m.essage hoard
inform.ation delivered
to your door
.:-- o ., '"'i " .magazines
workshops
support groups
social outings
treatm.ents nigh b,
new ideas for healthy living

retreats
help with other sezvices

po%het
helping each other, helping ourselves

Pozhet

2006 Calendar

HIV+ HETEROSEXUALS

May

September

MONDAY 1 to FRIDAY 5
Pozhet Outreach:
Albury and Dubbo

FRIDAY 1 to SUNDAY 4
Pozhet Retreat: Feel Good/
NEW

Hawkesbury River

FRIDAY 29
Open House: Behind Closed
Doors

Friday 26
Open House: Jaws/
Oral health and Immunity

HIV and the family

February

June

October

TUESDAY 7
Cate Conversation Newtown

TUESDAY 6
Cata Conversation Newtown

SATURDAY 7
Positive Women's Forum

Positive men and women

Positive men and women

Positive Women Only

FRIDAY 24
Open House: The Law and HIV

SATURDAY 1.7
Positive Women's Forum

NEW

Positive Women Only

NEW

PartnersPLUS
Partners only

PartnersPLUS

SUNDAY 29
Big Day Out

Partners only

Pozhet and the Western Suburbs Haven

March

July

November

FRIDAY 10
Pozhet PozMen: Treatments Night

TUESDAY 4
Cate Conversation Newtown

SATURDAY 11
Know Howl

Positive Men only

Positive men and women

Annual HIV/AIDS workshop

FRIDAY 17 to SATURDAY 18
Pozhet Outreach:
NEW
Canberra region

MONDAY 10 to FRIDAY 14
Pozhet Outreach:
NEW
Coffs and Usmore

NEW

NEW

FRIDAY 28
Open House: What's Eating You?
Food and immunity

April

August

SATURDAY 1
Positive Women's Forum

NEW

SATURDAY 12
Positive Women's Forum

Positive Women Only

Positive Women Only

PartnersPLUS

PartnersPLUS

December
NEW

Pozhet Xmas party

Partners only

Partners only

TUESDAY 11
Cate Conversation Newtown

TUESDAY 15 to WEDNESDAY 16
Pozhet Outreach:
NEW
Hunter .Region

Positive men and women

FRIDAY 28
Open House: Bride & Prejudice
Indian film, food and music

SATURDAY 26
Greater West Get
Together

FRIDAY 8
Open House: Get Wrapped!

NEW

Pozhet and Western Suburbs Haven

www.pozhet.org.au
Heterosexual HIV/Al DS Service 2006

